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Abstnact
The dynanics of the one dimensional CDW systern with a cornplex order
parameter i's investigated using the combined Monte carlo - nrolecular
dynamic-s sinrulations. The resurts for the the dynamic structure factor
are presented. The dynanics of thermally activated phase sllps in the
system with inertial dynamic is examined in the intermediate temperature
region, where the one dimensional fluctuation reginre is still
appropriate.

Intnoducti on

Tfre dynamics of the phonons with wave vectors close to to the wave
veclor of the Peierls transition was rnuch investigated irr the past using
the method of inelastic neutron diffraction[l],t21.
However the
theoreticar understanding of this subject is stirl not complete and even
the dynarnics of slrlctly one dimensionar system is not fully understood.
This is the probrenr that we address in tlre present contrlbution. The
Peierls chain is described here by the effective Lagrangian
J-=j

dx
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ii:.,p ,=
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of this Lagrangian, in usual notatioor are given by
a t = lrnrcqf,z,
c = 2a'VsZ/(ZTiTlz

(2t

where the electron-phonon coupring is assurned to be weak, h((1. The
complex field f describes the latttce deformation with wave vectors near
:.':2kr (hereafter the wave veclor wirl be measured with respect to 2ke).
rt should be noted that the Lagrangian (1), derived as a Landau
e.xpansion[3] near the mean fie]d transition temperature, lur, gives also
a quaritativery good description of the dynanlcs of the system for
T((Tuv if coeffi.cients b and c are flxed to their values at rrr. ?his
can be checked by comparlng Lagranglan (1) wlth lhe Lagrangian obtair,red
frorn the row temperature (T((T.r) approach tdl. with appropriate change
of the coefficients (2) Eg.(1) can also account for the rattice dynamics
of the ld systen with Coulomb correlated charge density wave t5l. It
should be noted that damping nechanisns from externar sources
(nonadiabatic effects from electrons, impurities etc.) are nol included
in our description of the rattlce dynarnics. rt turns out that ilanping
which arrlses fron anharmonicities Is dominant at high temperatures
T-Twr. At lower ternperalatures the low frequency propertles (phasons)
nay be aff,ected by the damplng effects that we neglected. However we d.o
not expect them to affect those propertles (phase slips) lhat are
connected with anplltude fluctatlons at higher freguencles. In fact, the
anplitude mode was experlnentally identifled t2) as a welI deflned
phonon branch.

Dynamic gtructure factor
lle have studied the dynamics of the classical systern described by
the Lagrangian (1) uslng the combined Monte carlo - norecurar dynamic
(MC/MD) nurnerical simulation. Let us first describe the results for the
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structure factor S(k 2i*) defined as the Fourier transf orrn of
(.t,r(xrt),Ir(070)y=q1,o(xrt)g=(O,O)>. Since the usual phonon picture
applies for high temperature T))Tw where the renormalization of the
phonon dynamlcs by electrons is not irnportant we will restrlct ourselves
only about temperatures which are close to and bellow Tur.
Il is convenient to write s(krt*) in terms of reduced vari.ables.
Introducing the dimensionless fwrction s we write S(kro) as
S(k,r*) = [ (nrc) tra/bf s(rlrklK.urlsl). Here iJ is the only dimensionless
paraneler of the system g=(br/iaic)(c/lal )a/" which for the peierls
system of Ee.(2) is the fuctlon of T/lmtt
S x (3/2) (T/T.y)
. (l-T/Tmr)-4/2. {'t and K are sorne combinatlons of paratneters wlth a
dlmension of frequency and the wave vector. The choice
dynamic

K=

( ta i /m)'t=
( tat/c)L/2

+ m-l /= (bT /cL/2 )'/t ,
+ c-L/z (bT/ct/,)L/a

(3)

proves convenient both for T,/TMS<<1 and T*Tsrn.
The result for S(k,o) obtalned by MC/MD ln the reglon near Tuy shows
a. dispersive mode behavlour with a finite freguency at k=0. Thls is
different from the conventional picture ln which the Kohn-peierrs phonon
softens to i,r=O at Trar due to the vanishing harrnonic a-tern in the
Lagrangian (1). Thus, the effect of fluctuations and the quartic b-terrn
is to shift the frequency to the finite value and to retain there the
un,Jerdamped phonon picture present for T))Trr. The freguency of the
phonon with k=O is o9=Q.lt5;l=0.62,r,1/2t^:o. It should be noted that the
ratio of this frequency and the frequency. ra1(T=0) of the amplltude node
at T=0, tlr=tr1/2ab [6]r[4] ls a pure number, 0.62. Thls rnay be compared
with the experiments provided that the interchaln coupling ls not too
pronunced at Tus. In the blue bronze [2] Tus r.ras esllnated to 32OK but
the two dimensional correlations also start in that temperature region
(Peierls transition occurs near 1g0K). The measured ratio ute/t,ta ls
however 0.71, not very far fron our result. The damplng (half wldth of
the peak in S(kru) at half maxlrnum) of the k=0 phonon ls obtalned equal
to 0.1r13. Thls is also wlthin the order of magnitude (factor z
difference) of the observed damping[2]. For other Peierls materlals the
neutron measurerrents at Tus are not available because Tus is not within
the experimental range (eg. the crystal changes chenically before Tur is
reached). l{crwever extrapolations, as for example in KCP where Tss was
estimated[1] to be approximately 400K, show that the system is actually
described by the dispersive rnode at Tge.
l,lhen the temperature is lowered below Tr.rr lre can follow the
transforrnation of the Peierls phonon towards the phase and the amplitude
mode. Fig.1. illustrates
S(0,ti) down to T/Tr",=Q.443. The k=O mode
becones overdanped below 0.{Tmr drtd the separatlon into the phase and
the arnplitude mode starts below O.3T6e. The phase node dornlnates in
S(k,u) whtle both modes contribute equally in the surn rule for the
velocity-velocity correlation functlon V(krro)= o.i2S(krr.r) (entering the
sum rule for the oscillator strengths). Tenperature dependence of V(krai)
is illustrated in Fig.2.. Let us mention agaln that 1t was
conventionally belleved that the arnpllton-phason seiparation starts
close beJ.ow TMp.
Finally, let us note that the obtained temperature dependence of
S(k,r^r) has the lmpllcatlon [5] on the electronlc pseudogap. The change
in the pseudogap f,rom the "shallow{ form, _produced by the low freguency
2ke phonon, to the "sharp" form, characlerlstlc for the systern with weII
defined CDW amplltude, occurs in the ternperature range which is weII
below Tus.
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Thenmally activated phase slips
Now we turn to the processes that are characterlstlc for the low
temperature dynanlcs of the order parameter and are partly responsible
for the crosaover fron the low temperature phason-amprtton dynanics to
the high tenperature phonon dynarnlcs. Qualltatlvely speaking thls
crossover takes place in the temperature region where the fructuation of
the anplitude is of the order of the average amplitude itself. lfuinerlcal
simulation showed that this happens above o.3TMi,. However, the rocal
fructuations in whlch the arnpritude vanishes occur even at rower
tenperatures, i.e. before than the thernar fluctuation destroy the
anplltude of the order parameter on the whole chain. The local
destruction of the anplltude nray be accompanied by the sudden srip in
the phase of the order parameter by 21t. These phase slip processes are
essentiary of the same topological type as the processes induced near
the electricar contacts when an exlernal electrlc fierd ls applied to
the systern. Their important characteristlcs is that they put the
electron into or out of the cDW condensate depending on the sign of the
phase jump. Formally, they are simirar to phase slip fluctualions in
thln whlsker superconductors. However the dynanics of phase slips is
different in superconductors because the order parameter obeys the tine
dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation. Instead of the relaxational dynamics
ln superconductors the inertial dynarnics descrlbed by thre Lagrangian (1)
comes in our problem. Nevertheless, Lhe potentiar energy functionals are
of the same form and therefrrre the expression for the poLential energy
barrier involved in phase slips are analogous. For the peierls chain
this barrier is glven by Yec=2.54.TMr(1-T,/TMPlr/2. The dlfferent type
of the dynarnics involved shows in different prefactor v ln the
expression for the average tlme "aes between successlve phase sllps. For
the sectlon of the chain with the length L lt is given by[7] 1/.cp5(L)=
(L/dr").v.exp(-Ves/T). dee measures the regton in whtch slgnlficant
change of the anplltude occurs in the phase slip (essentially the
amplitude coherence length).
rn our sirnurations at row temperatures r.re nade an extenslve
examination of thernally lnduced phase sllps. The assunrptlon of thelr
randon occurrence (Poisson distrlbution with characteristic tine ,t'e)
was checked together with the dominant tenrperature dependence that comes
from exp(-v'e/T). The next step is to deterrnine rr. rn contrast to the
tine dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation two time scales are present rn
our problen - one of them is the inverse ampliton frequency, 1/o1, and
the other Is the inverse of the phason peak linewidth, 1/t . The absence
of the significant temperature dependence of v ln the temperature range
covered by our simulations and the comparison of the numerlcal values

r22
for v with those for oa artd r'(u,^ is an order of magnitude larger than !'
at the rowest temperature reached) suggest that essentially v=arr. Thusr
the fluctuations of the arnplitude are responslble for crosslng of the
potential energy barrier.
It should be mentioned here that phase srips can hardry be seen in
S(k'r"). The reason is that other mechanlsms which lead to finite widths
of ampliton and phason peaks are much more pronounced. The domi.nant low
temperature dependence of the linewidth is linear in T, clue to the
purely kinenetical reasons. The finite ltfetine effects that cone from
anharmonicities in the arnplitude - phase Lagrangian [4] are also masked
by this linear tern.
The effect of phase slips rr'ay be seen if the impurities [B] are
present in the systern because they shift the phase oscillations
to
finite fr'ecluenciee uhile the contribution of the phase slLp noise
renains near L,-0. Also, it should-be recalled that ln the systern with
impurit.ies the free novement of the charge density wave is hindered by
the pinning. However it may be argued [g] that the thernrally activated
phase srips lead, at reasl when pure one dirnensional systems ar:e
concerned, to a finite contribution of the charge density wave to the DC
conductivity. The point is that the charge density wave deforned by the
static electric field rnay relax through thermarly induced phase slips
which are accornpanled by the converslon of the cDl.l current to tlre
normal current. These normal electrons rnay pass over the lmpurity and
enter the CDW condensate again.
The solution of the full
problem' of 1d erectron in the random
potential produced&y inpurities l1ol, the possibirity to interact *ith
the lattice fluctuations and enter the pelerls condensate trough phase
srips seems rather complicated and is not yet fully investigated.
However r.rnder the assunrptlon that. the phase slip rate regulates the
contribution of CDW to the electronic conductj.vity and that irnpuritles
nray be considered as transparent for erectrons which jurnp frorn or.re
secLion of the chain to another, a rather simple reasoning gives [9]
J.',*
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l?kv c' dee )2 ( uiv,/T )exp ( -v* /r')

no is the effective density of electrons in the condensate and the
Iinear concentration c rrf impurities is assumed to satisfy the condition
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